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Abstract
Multi-object tracking is an important computer vision
task with wide variety of real-life applications from surveillance and monitoring to biomedical video analysis. Multiobject tracking is a challenging problem due to complications such as partial or full occlusions, factors affecting object appearance, object interaction dynamics, etc. and computational cost. In this paper, we propose a detection-based
multi-object tracking system that uses a two-step data association scheme to ensure time efﬁciency while preserving
tracking accuracy; a robust but discriminative object appearance model that compares object color attributes using
a novel color correlation cost matrix; and a framework that
handles occlusions through prediction. Our experiments on
UA-DETRAC multi-object tracking benchmark dataset consisting of challenging real-world trafﬁc videos show promising results against state-of-the-art trackers.

1. Introduction
Visual tracking is the process of locating objects of interest in a video sequence and maintaining their identity over
time. Tracking is an important task in computer vision with
many real-life applications e.g. surveillance and monitoring, video summarization, robot navigation etc., and more
recently autonomous driving. Two main categories of visual
tracking are single object tracking and multi-object tracking. This work focuses on multi-object tracking (MOT).
Tracking-by-detection [1, 6, 30] is the most popular category in multi-object tracking approaches. It consists of a
detection module that localizes the objects of interest in a
frame, and an association module that links these detected
objects in time, maintaining their identity and producing
c
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object trajectories. The process can be performed online
[29, 35, 14] by only using information gathered from past
frames, or ofﬂine (batch mode) [15, 39, 28] by exploiting
information from the whole video including past and future
frames. Some applications (i.e. online video surveillance,
navigation, autonomous driving etc.) require use of online
approaches because of their real-time nature, others can use
online or ofﬂine approaches.
Performance of the tracking-by-detection methods are
greatly inﬂuenced by performance of the object detection
methods they use. False positives (false detections), false
negatives (undetected objects), under-segmentation (merging of neighboring objects), and over-segmentation (object
fragmentation) are major sources of tracking errors. Recent
advances in object detection [7, 13, 32] are thus important
for the success of the tracking task.
Association links the detected objects in time. Trackingby-detection frameworks formulate tracking as an objectto-track assignment problem. Local data association performs assignment considering information between adjacent frames [5, 3], whereas global data association takes
multiple frames into account [38, 36]. Local assignment is
more sensitive to detection errors, tends to produce short
fragmented trajectories (tracklets), and may cause drift under occlusion [9, 37]. Association is done comparing object
descriptors with suitable cost functions (similarity or dissimilarity measures). Features used to describe and compare objects can vary. Selection of discriminative features
is very important in order to reduce association ambiguities. Features used in tracking should be able to discriminate different objects while being robust to factors such
as illumination, viewpoint, pose etc. changes. Appearance
similarity of the detected objects is a challenge for the association process since it may cause matching ambiguities.
It is important to integrate additional information such as
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scene structures [22], target context [23, 27, 4], or target
state prediction [16, 25, 17] to resolve association ambiguities. However, these additional processes adversely affect
computational cost of tracking.
In this paper, we propose a robust detection-based multiobject tracking system that relies on an efﬁcient but discriminative object description and a two-step combined local and global data association scheme. The main contributions of the paper are local assignment using spatial
distance combined with a global assignment process integrating spatial, temporal, and appearance features to ensure
time efﬁciency while preserving tracking accuracy; and an
appearance model that combines shape and texture information using HoG descriptor with object color attributes
with a novel color correlation cost matrix that ensures reliable color matching under changing illumination conditions. Experimental results show that using the proposed
color matching within the tracklet linking step improves
tracking performance. The paper is organized as follows.
The next section will describe the tracking steps in term of
tracking initialization, objects position prediction, local and
global data association. Followed by experiment results and
conclusion.

2. Multi-Object Tracking
Multi-object tracking (MOT) is the process of locating
objects of interest in a video sequence, maintaining their
identity over time, and producing set of trajectories corresponding to their motion. Our MOT system is a trackingby-detection framework consisting of three stages: (1) detection validation and ﬁltering, (2) local data association,
and (3) global data association (Figure 1). The system uses
the detection masks produced by the CompACT detector
framework [7]. For each frame It of a given video sequence
V = {I1 , I2 , ...., IQ } of length Q, there are set of N (t) detected objects Dt = {dt,1 , dt,2 , ...., dt,N (t) } where dt,i represents object i in frame It . Each detected object dt,i is encoded with the vector (dt,i [x], dt,i [y], dt,i [w], dt,i [h], st,i ),
where the entries represent position, width, height, and detection score respectively. Tracking determines a set of associations A = {θ2 , θ3 , ...., θQ }, where each θt represents
an assignment matrix from tracks to detections at frame It .
Detection ﬁltering step is applied to eliminate potential false
detections produced by the detector. Objects with low detection scores are removed to reduce false positive score.
Local data association is an online step that links the detected objects in the current frame to the existing tracks.
Hungarian Algorithm [18] is used to resolve associations
on a cost matrix relying on spatial distances between tracks
and detections. Global data association is an ofﬂine tracklet to tracklet (rather than object to tracklet) linking step.
Tracklets (short tracks) terminated early because of problems such as occlusions or weak detection scores, are linked

Figure 1. The framework of Multi-Object Tracking.

to tracklets formed after object recovery using object appearance cues and tracklet motion history. Appearance is
described and compared using HoG descriptor [8] and CN
(color name) histogram along with a novel weighted CN
histogram dissimilarity measure. Below sections summarize main steps involved in the proposed tracking system.

2.1. Track Initialization
When a new track is formed, three groups of information corresponding to the new track are initialized: (1) detected object’s location, width, height, and appearance; (2)
counters for age, visible frames, and invisible frames; and
(3) Kalman ﬁlter parameters KFit = {xti , Pit } where xti
represents state estimate for the object i at frame t and Pi
represents associated covariance matrix.

2.2. Track Position Prediction
Association is done between detected object positions
Dt and predicted track positions Tt at frame t. Constant velocity Kalman ﬁlter is used to predict track positions. The
process involves two steps: (1) prediction step that uses the
, Pit−1 } from t−1 to predict the
current state estimate {xt−1
i
estimate for time t; and (2) update step where the current
prediction {xti , Pit } is combined with current observation
(detection) information {dti , Rit } to reﬁne the state estimate
for future predictions, where dti is the position and Rit is the
observation covariance matrix of the detected object i .

2.3. Local Data Association using Spatial Distance
For the tracking-by-detection systems, the biggest challenge is the association of the noisy object detections
Dt = {d1 , d2 , ...., dN } in a video frame with the previously
tracked objects T t−1 = {T1 , T2 , ...., TM }. Detected objects
are assigned to existing tracks by minimizing a cost matrix
using Munkres Hungarian algorithm [18]. Elements of the
cost matrix are computed as:
C(i, j) = log di (x, y), Tj (x, y)2

(1)
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4. All tracklets Kj that start beyond the temporal distance
Tt from the last frame of tracklet Ki .
5. All tracklets Kj whose appearance distances from
tracklet Ki are above Ta . Appearance is described in
terms of color using CN (color name) distribution and
in terms of shape and texture using HoG descriptor.

Figure 2. Decision State after assignment.

where di (x, y) and Tj (x, y) are the centroids of detected
objects and predicted tracks respectively. We use circular
gating around predicted track positions to eliminate highly
unlikely associations, to reduce computational cost, and to
reduce false matches. Minimization on the cost matrix results in the assignment T × 2 matrix At containing the indices of the corresponding detection and track pairs. At
determines track states for frame t. The four possible states
{new track, extended track, lost track, inactive track} are
illustrated in Figure 2. State descriptions and associated parameter updates are summarized in Table 1.

2.4. Global Data Association using Spatial Distance
and Appearance Similarity
Various problems during object detection and data association stages may cause tracks to terminate early resulting
in short tracklets rather than full tracks. Global data association is used to link these tracklets to generate longer tracks.
Global data association is an expensive process because it
involves optimization of all possible matches not just the
ones between consecutive frames. Reducing the number of
objects that need to be associated is helpful in reducing this
computational cost. In this paper, a reﬁnement process relying on spatial distance, start and end frames, motion direction, and appearance model of the tracklets are used to
ﬁlter out infeasible tracklet matches before the global assignment step. Given a tracklet Ki and the initial set of
tracklets J = {K1 , K2 , ..., Kk }, the reﬁnement process ﬁlters out the tracklets with the following properties from the
set J as infeasible forward matches for Ki . Where forward
linking refers to cases where tracklets are appended to the
end of Ki .
1. All tracklets Kj that are initialized on frame borders
or other source positions (tracklets entering the scene).
2. All tracklets Kj that are born before the death of tracklet Ki .
3. All tracklets Kj that start beyond the spatial distance
Ts from the last position of tracklet Ki .

Reﬁnement process for backward linking where Ki gets inserted to the end of another tracklet is done in a similar way.
Once all potential match sets are reﬁned. Global data association determines the tracklet to tracklet associations by
minimizing spatial and appearance distances. Details on our
appearance model and appearance comparison scheme are
given in Section 2.4.1.
2.4.1

Appearance Model for Tracklet Linking

It is important to have discriminant features to ﬁlter out infeasible detection-to-tracklet or tracklet-to-tracklet associations. Tracked objects’ appearance models provide powerful information to reﬁne the set of candidate matches.
However, appearance is also sensitive to external factors
such as illumination changes, shadows, partial occlusions,
pose, viewing angles etc. It is important to develop appearance models that can discriminate different tracked objects,
while being invariant against factors such as illumination,
pose etc. In this work, we propose an appearance model
that combines shape and texture information using HoG descriptor with object color attributes using our novel color
correlation cost matrix. HoG [8] is a widely used powerful descriptor that describes shape and texture through histogram of gradient orientations in local image regions. HoG
is particularly suitable for description of rigid objects such
as cars in the UA-DETRAC dataset [33]. We record the
HoG descriptor for all new tracks at the time of track initialization. Mean square error (MSE) is used to compute
the distance between HoG descriptors.
We incorporate color information through an extension
of the CN (Color Names) model proposed in [31]. Linguistic study described in [19] shows that English language has
eleven basic color terms: black, blue, brown, gray, green,
orange, pink, purple, red, white and yellow. [31] explores
this concept to generate CN (Color Names) map. CN model
associates RGB color values with linguistic color labels and
reduces the 2563 RGB color space to just 111 CN color
space. Biggest challenge in color description is sensitivity
to illumination. Illumination variations and shadows may
alter color (and intensity) of an object making the information not reliable (e.g. shadow may change blue to black,
or yellow to brown). When performing color appearance
comparison, it is important to consider similarity of individual color codes and likelihood of colors switching from
one value to another (e.g. while blue, yellow, and orange are
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Table 1. State description and associated parameter updates.

State
New Track

Extended Track

Parameter Updates
- Track ID
- Kalman ﬁlter state KFit = {xti , Pit }
- Counters: age, visible frames, invisible frames
- Appearance: CN color histogram & HoG descriptor
- Kalman ﬁlter state KFit = {xti , Pit }
- Counters: age, visible frames

Lost Track

- Counters: age, invisible frames

Inactive Track

Save
- Track ID
- Full trajectory (previous and last seen positions)
- Appearance: CN color histogram & HoG descriptor
- Counters: age, born/death frames

three distinct color names, distance between blue and yellow is higher than distance between yellow and orange, and
transition likelihood from blue to yellow is lower compared
to transition probability from yellow to orange). In [20],
O’Pele et.al. proposed a color distance weight matrix fusing CIEDE2000 color dissimilarity [26] with CN color pair
probabilistic distance matrix. In this work, we have built
and used an 11 × 11 CN-to-CN color correlation weight
matrix WCN to account for similarity between different CN
values during color distribution comparison. The elements
of the color correlation matrix are computed as follows:



WCN (ci , cj ) = 1 − 2 × max min G(k, i), G(k, j) (2)
k

where ci and cj are two CN codes and G is the 215 × 11
matrix describing the mapping from 32 × 32 × 32 quantized RGB space to 11-valued CN space provided by [31].
In order to compare object color distributions, we use Earth
mover distance (EMD) [24]. EMD computes the minimum
paid cost to transfer one histogram to another histogram.
We use color correlation matrix WCN as transfer cost. See
Figure 3 for more details. Use of cross-bin color histogram
distance computation using EMD scheme and color correlation matrix W described above decreases sensitivity to
color changes caused by illumination variations and improves tracking results compared to bin-to-bin color histogram comparison.

3. Experimental Results
We have tested and evaluated our MOT tracker on UADETRAC-test multi-object tracking benchmark dataset [33]
consisting of 40 challenging real-world trafﬁc videos. We
have evaluated the performance of our tracker using the
UA-DETRAC evaluation toolkit. The evaluation process
includes the following metrics described in [33]: mostly
track (PR-MT), mostly lost (PR-ML), identity switches

Description
Detected objects not assigned to any existing
tracks start new tracks.
Detected objects successfully matched to existing tracks extend those tracks.
Tracks not assigned to any detected objects
are assigned to lost state.

After spending λ time steps in lost state, unmatched tracks are terminated.

(PR-IDS), track fragmentation (PR-FRAG), false positives
(PR-FP), false negatives (PR-FN), multi-object tracking
precision (PR-MOTP), and multi-object tracking accuracy
(PR-MOTA). Accuracy of the obtained tracks are best reﬂected by combination of the metrics PR-IDS and PRFRAG. Final evaluation measures are computed by applying the trackers on a set of object detection results obtained
by varying detection threshold, corresponding to different
detection precision and recall levels.
We have combined our tracker on four different state-ofthe-art object detectors, CompACT [7], R-CNN [13], ACF
[11], and DPM [12]; and compared our tracking results
to six state-of-the-art MOT trackers, including GOG [21],
CEM [2], DCT [3], IHTLS [10], H2 T [34], and CMOT
[5]. Table 2 summarizes the tracking performances of
our tracker and other state-of-the-art trackers (described in
[33]). Our tracker outperforms the other trackers in term
of PR-MOTA, PR-MOTP, PR-MT, PR-ML, and PR-FN;
produces comparable results for PR-FRAG, PR-IDS, and
results in second highest score in terms of PR-MOTA, PRML, and PR-FP.
We have analyzed the contribution of different components to the overall performance of our tracker by systematically enabling/disabling different components (Figure 4).
Our tests show that all components contribute to better accumulated performance. For example, in Experiment−E,
disabling the CN-to-CN color correlation weight matrix
WCN and assuming uncorrelated color codes, results in a
drop in PR-MOTA metric from 13.1 to 12.7. Figure 5 shows
performance improvement in the tracker by addition of each
component.
Table 3 summarizes frame rates (in terms of frames per
seconds) for our tracker and other state-of-the-art trackers provided in [33]. Frame rate for our tracker has been
obtained averaging frame rates on 40 sequences of UADETRAC-test set. During the tests, CompACT object de-
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Figure 3. Apperance model reﬁnment for global assignment. Tracklet1 need to be assigned to one of the candidates (Tracklet2,3,4 ) that
born after Tracklet1 . In the ﬁrst step, Tracklet3 has been excluded by HoG constrain. Then, Tracklet4 has been excluded by color constrain.
Finally, After reﬁnement Tracklet1 is linked with Tracklet2

Figure 4. Contribution of each tracker component. Left: PR-MOTA metric for each experiment compared to the Full Mode (higher is
better). Right: description of each experiment.

tection results have been used as input. Our simple feature set combined with two-step distance-only local and distance appearance combined global data association scheme
allows high frame rates while still preserving reliability and
accuracy of our tracker.

4. Conclusions

Figure 5. Contribution of each tracker component on PR-IDS and
PR-FRAG metrics (lower is better).

In this paper, we proposed a detection-based multiobject tracking system that uses a two-step data association
scheme to ensure time efﬁciency while preserving tracking
accuracy. Low cost local data association operates at object
level on consecutive frames relying on only spatial distance,
while higher cost global data association operates on track-
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Table 2. Tracker performance comparison using four state-of-the-art object detectors as input. Last raw indicates whether the metric for
the speciﬁc column is better when high or low, + and − respectively. Best performance for each metric are marked in bold. We have
two entries for our tracker based on how the performances scores are averaged. Challenge reports results in two groups corresponding to
Easy versus (Medium + Hard) videos. Proposed-A computes average score as (ScoreEasy + ScoreM ed+Hard )/2. Proposed-B computes
average score as (0.25 × ScoreEasy + 0.75 × ScoreM ed+Hard ) based on number of video sequences in each group. Scores are computed
and averaged for all four object detectors according to [33].

Trackers
GOG [21]
CMOT [5]
H2 T [34]
DCT [3]
IHTLS [10]
CEM [2]
SCTrack(Ours)-A
SCTrack(Ours)-B
Better

PR-MOTA
10.1
7.0
7.8
8.3
5.8
3.9
12.8
9.8
+

PR-MOTAP
35.3
34.6
34.6
35.6
35.1
33.6
37.7
35.3
+

PR-MT
10.9
12.8
11.2
5.5
9.6
2.4
12.9
10.96875
+

let level integrating spatial, temporal, and appearance features. Our proposed tracker also includes a robust but discriminative object appearance model that combines shape
and texture information using HoG descriptor with object
color attributes using our novel color correlation cost matrix. Experiments on UA-DETRAC dataset shows promising results against state-of-the-art trackers. We are in the
process of extending our appearance model for further improved results.

PR-ML
22.5
21.2
22.2
32.3
23.4
36.1
21.9
22.637
-

[5]

[6]
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